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I. INTRODUCTION

To determine whether a proposed merger is anticompetitive, one must compare the world without the merger—which is observed—to the world with the merger, which typically is not. Viewed in this way, the primary problem confronting antitrust enforcers is how to draw inference about the unobserved state of the world. The same problem characterizes monopolization or abuse-of-dominance cases, except that the world with the alleged abuse is observed, while the world without the abuse typically is not.

Enforcement Guidelines can facilitate inference by institutionalizing the language and analytic framework used by enforcers, but they must also be flexible enough to accommodate the many different ways in which firms compete. In this essay, I warn against one change, and advocate for another. Both the warning and the change are done with an eye towards facilitating inference about the competitive effects of mergers.

II. DON'T PRESUME PRICE—OR ANY OTHER FORM OF—COMPETITION

When I was young and in love (with economics), I used to describe the *Horizontal Merger Guidelines* by telling the old joke about a drunk looking for his keys underneath a street lamp. A passer by stops to help him search, and he asks the drunk “are you sure you lost your keys here?”

“No,” replies the drunk, “I lost them over there, but the light is better over here.”

I used to think that the Guidelines were the personification of the drunk searching for his keys underneath the street lamp because I thought they forced us to search for merger effects using market share and concentration measures.

Motivated by skepticism, I did research critiquing market delineation, and spent time developing tractable oligopoly models that could be used instead of shares and concentration.
to predict merger effects. “Merger Simulation,” as it came to be known, caught on and eventually took off. I became an advocate of the methodology, and left the Justice Department for academia where the bulk of my research was devoted to modeling competition in different settings, and the loss of competition following merger.

By the time I returned to the agencies in 2003, Merger Simulation was being used, or mis-used, in more merger cases than it probably should have been. It was almost as if the drunk had moved on to the next street lamp, and begun looking there for his keys. Subsequently, I spent time critiquing the mechanistic application of merger simulation to different settings, and warned economists to make sure that their models could accurately characterize observed competition before using them to forecast the changes in competition following merger.

I also came to realize that my initial impression of the Horizontal Merger Guidelines had been wrong. I now appreciate them for giving us a common framework and language for analyzing mergers without forcing us to look for merger effects in a pre-determined place. The Guidelines, as currently written, are pretty clean and short, but they are flexible enough to accommodate advances in our understanding of the many different ways in which firms compete and how mergers affect such competition.

For example, in recent years competition agencies from around the world have used the Guidelines framework—or one very similar to it—to challenge mergers in industries and markets where firms compete in auctions, by bargaining, by using promotions and advertising, by setting capacity, and by managing revenue or yield. The Guidelines hypothetical monopolist tells attorneys and economists to look for ways in which market power would be exercised, depending on the particular setting and the form that competition takes. Any revision to the Guidelines that presumes a certain form of competition, e.g., that firms compete by simply setting price, would make it more difficult for the Guidelines to accurately characterize existing competition and to predict the loss of competition following merger or


monopolization. Specifying the form that competition takes, without taking account of how firms actually compete, would only send us to another street lamp.

In particular, I think it is really important that the Guidelines not be re-written into a dense, lengthy catalog of possibilities (like the U.K.’s latest guidelines); or that it include discussions of non-horizontal theories of harm (the U.K. guidelines serve as a good warning here as well). The theory of harm should flow from the facts and particulars of the industry, not the other way around.

III. IN RARE CASES, ALLOW ANALYSIS TO BYPASS MARKET DELINEATION

Despite my appreciation for the Guidelines, I do have one suggestion for change: In the rare case where there is better information about the effects of the merger than there is about the relevant market, I would change the Guidelines to allow analysis that bypasses market delineation.

My attorney colleagues would immediately point me to section 7 of the Clayton Act that seems to demand market definition because of its reference to a “line of commerce” and “section of the country.” Indeed, Judge Brown in Whole Foods said that the FTC’s proposal to dispense with market definition was “in contravention of the statute itself.”

However, I would naively point them to section 1 of the Sherman Act that dispenses with market definition in establishing market power or monopoly power; and in establishing anticompetitive effects under the rule of reason. Why should it be different for mergers?

For consummated mergers, like the FTC’s Evanston case, effects were proven directly; and in many unilateral effects cases, "more direct" proof of effects is possible. In the Oracle case, for example, the court encouraged the use of merger simulation instead of unreliable market share data. If we view market delineation as a means to the end of predicting merger effects and we have better information about the end, “why bother” with the means?13

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The Horizontal Merger Guidelines have brought discipline to the unruly world of merger analysis by giving us a common framework and language for analyzing the competitive effects of mergers. The Guidelines have also facilitated international convergence and provided guidance to courts and other regulatory agencies on a wide range of enforcement issues that require market definition. They have been proven flexible enough to accommodate advances in our understanding of the myriad ways in which firms compete and how mergers affect such competition. Let’s keep it that way.